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Abstract:Recently, various overlay networks have been widely deployed over physical IP networks. Since selfish
behavior of overlay networks to satisfy demands of their applications and users often conflicts with each other,
performance of the overall network system and quality of service offered to users easily deteriorate. To tackle
the problem, our research group proposes the framework calledoverlay network symbiosisbased on the biolog-
ical symbiosis model where different bacteria coexist in the shared medium. In the overlay network symbiosis,
overlay networks directly and/or indirectly interact with each other through the shared environment and accom-
plish cooperative or collaborative control. In this paper, as an example of biologically-inspired symbiotic overlay
networks, we propose a mechanism that enables different P2P file-sharing networks to cooperate and live together
with mediation of a portal server. In our proposed mechanism, the portal server provides users with transparent
utilization of multiple P2P file-sharing networks by handling search requests and shared files in place of users.
Through numerical analysis, we showed that the proposed mechanism improved the hit ratio of search requests in
comparison to the scenario where P2P file-sharing networks were independent.
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1 Introduction

With emerging needs for application-oriented ser-
vices, various overlay networks such as P2P (Peer-
to-Peer) networks, Grid networks, and CDN (Content
Delivery Network) have been widely deployed over
physical IP networks. They are different in targeted
application-oriented performance, network topology,
and the amount and pattern of communication. Since
each overlay network behaves in a selfish manner
to satisfy demands of its applications and users, co-
existence of multiple overlay networks often causes
various problems [1, 2]. When overlay networks share
and compete for the same physical network resources
such as link and router, chain of selfish control leads
to performance degradation and even the instability of
a system. For example, we assume that an overlay net-
work changes its topology to use less congested links
to enhance throughput. Other overlay networks us-
ing those uncongested links experience performance
degradation caused by increase of traffic. Since the af-
fected networks are also selfish and greedy in improv-
ing the performance, they actively change their topol-
ogy accordingly. Consequently, the influence extends
to the whole network. As an another example, let us

consider competition of P2P file-sharing networks for
information resource. Each network attempts to at-
tract more users and increase the number and kinds
of shared files by a user-friendly interface, high hit
ratio of search, fast file retrieval, and anonymity. Be-
cause of the diversity in usability, performance, and
type of shared files, users may prefer one network to
others and consequently the availability of files differs
among networks. Therefore, users need to participate
in two or more P2P file-sharing networks to get their
desired files or share their files with many other users.

In order to improve the performance of the overall
system, several cooperative mechanisms such as in-
formation exchange among overlay networks [3, 4, 5]
and routing overlay [6] have been proposed. In [4], the
authors investigated a spectrum of cooperation among
coexisting overlay networks. They described kinds
of cooperation such as sharing measurement informa-
tion, sharing control information, cooperative query
forwarding, and inter-overlay traffic engineering. As
an example, they proposed an architecture called Syn-
ergy where overlay networks cooperated with each
other in inter-overlay routing. The synergy network
relays long-lived flows so that they traverse better



paths than ones determined by the physical routing.
It is shown that such inter-overlay routing improves
performance in terms of latency, throughput, and loss.

Our research group considers the framework
called overlay network symbiosisfor cooperation
among overlay networks that share and compete for
network and information resources [7]. In the over-
lay network symbiosis, cooperation is based on the
model of symbiotic living organisms in the ecosys-
tem. In the ecosystem, symbiosis is often observed
among living organisms of different species, groups,
and individuals in the shared environment. Symbiosis
emerges from direct and/or indirect interaction among
organisms. In [8], the authors established the mathe-
matical model of biological symbiosis where closely
related bacterial strains lived together in a reactor
by exchanging metabolites through their cell and the
medium. Based on the biological symbiosis model,
we can model and analyze symbiosis among overlay
networks. We regard overlay networks as bacteria,
direct interaction such as message exchanges and in-
direct interaction such as competition for shared re-
sources as exchange of metabolites among cells, and
the shared environment such as physical networks,
inter-overlay network, and some mediation mecha-
nism as a reactor. In this paper, to demonstrate an ex-
ample of biologically-inspired symbiotic overlay net-
works, we propose a mechanism that enables differ-
ent P2P file-sharing networks to cooperate and live
together with mediation of a portal server.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce the mathematical
model of co-existence of bacterial strains and explain
the overlay network symbiosis. We propose a mech-
anism and a model of biologically-inspired symbiotic
P2P file-sharing networks in Section 3. In Section 4,
we show results of numerical analysis, where the ef-
fectiveness of symbiosis is evaluated by the hit ratio of
search requests. Finally, we conclude this paper and
describe future work in Section 5.

2 Overlay Network Symbiosis
In this section, we introduce the mathematical model
of co-existence of bacterial strains and the overlay net-
work symbiosis based on the biological model.

2.1 Biological Symbiosis Model
In [8], the authors proposed a mathematical model
of a mechanism that permitted two types of bacte-
rial strains to live together by exchanging metabo-
lites through a reactor. Bacterial strains have a
metabolic network of generating metaboliteS2 from
other metaboliteS1. Metabolites diffuse in and out of
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Figure 1: Symbiosis model of bacteria

a cell through membrane depending on the difference
in metabolic concentrations (Fig. 1).

Temporal dynamics of concentrations of metabo-
lites in a cell of straini ∈ {A, B} are formulated as,
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whereP stands for the permeation coefficient of cell
membrane,V does for the average volume of a cell.
s
(i)
{1,2} and s

(R)
{1,2} are metabolite concentrations in a

cell of straini and in the reactor, respectively.kp is

the metabolite consumption rate in a cell.k
(i)
1,2 is the

metabolite conversion rate in a cell of straini.
Next, metabolite concentrations in the reactor

evolve as,
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whereX(i) stands for the number of cells of straini
per volume in the reactor. The fresh medium contain-
ing metabolites of concentrations(0)

{1,2} is added to the
reactor at the constant rate and the culture is drained
at the same rate.D means the resultant dilution rate.

Change in population of cells is formulated as,

dX(i)

dt
= µ(i)X(i) − DX(i), (5)

where the growth rateµ(i) is defined as,

µ(i) = αs
(i)
1 s

(i)
2 . (6)
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Figure 2: Population of bacterial strains
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Figure 3: Concentration of metaboliteS2

Eq. (6) implies that a cell with high metabolite con-
centration grows fast. Here,α > 0 is a constant.

Figures 2 and 3 show results of numerical analy-
sis wheres(0)

1 = 10.0, s
(0)
2 = 0.0, α

D = 1.0, P
D = 1.0,

kpV
P = 1.0,

k
(A)
1,2 V

P = 5.0, and
k
(B)
1,2 V

P = 0.4. In
the figures, X axis corresponds to time and Y axis
shows the population of cells and the concentration
of metaboliteS2, respectively. At first there is only
bacterial strain A in the reactor. At time10D, bac-
terial strain B, which differs from bacterial strain A
only in the conversion rate, i.e.k(B)

1,2 < k
(A)
1,2 , is intro-

duced into the reactor. As shown in Fig. 2, the pop-
ulation of bacterial strain A that consumes metabolite
S1 faster than bacterial strain B decreases, after bac-
terial strain B with the lower conversion rate is added
to the reactor. However, after a while, the concentra-
tions of bacterial strains in the reactor become con-
stant at time90D and both are larger than zero. That
is, they live together. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that
s
(R)
2 < s

(B)
2 < s

(A)
2 holds in the stable condition. It

implies that metaboliteS2 permeates cell membrane
of both bacterial strains A and B to the reactor. De-
pending on parameter setting, symbiotic conditions
where both bacterial strains take metabolites from the
reactor, i.e.s(B)

2 < s
(R)
2 ands

(A)
2 < s

(R)
2 , or one bac-

terial strain supplies metabolites to another bacterial
strain, e.g.s(B)

2 < s
(R)
2 < s

(A)
2 , also appear.

2.2 Biologically-inspired Overlay Network
Symbiosis

Our research group proposes the framework called
overlay network symbiosisbased on the biological
symbiosis model [7]. In [9], we regarded a reactor as a
system, bacterial strains as overlay networks that offer
a service to users, metaboliteS1 as a group of users,
metaboliteS2 as the shared resource, the metabolite
conversion rate in a cell as the number of users served
per unit time, i.e. the service rate or service capacity
of network, andX as the size of a network. Based on

the mathematical model, we investigated conditions
that made competing networks coexist. We showed
that among networks more users received the service
from a less loaded network, i.e. network with the
lower metabolic concentrations(i)

1 . We also observed

that networki with high metabolic concentrations(i)
2

released the occupied resource for the use of other net-
works. More importantly, we revealed that there were
conditions where a single overlay network could not
survive alone but could live together by harmonious
coexistence of other networks.

3 Biologically-inspired Symbiotic
P2P File-sharing Networks

In this section, as an example of symbiosis of over-
lay networks based on our overlay network symbio-
sis, we propose a mechanism of symbiotic P2P file-
sharing networks with a portal server and its mathe-
matical model for analysis.

3.1 Symbiotic P2P File-sharing Networks
with Portal Server

We assume that there are various P2P file-sharing net-
works. So that P2P file-sharing networks can coop-
erate with each other in sharing files by exchanging
search requests and shared files, we introduce a portal
server as the shared environment. A portal server be-
longs to multiple P2P file-sharing networks as a peer
in order to send and withdraw search requests and to
upload and download shared files in place of users.
Users can search, get, and share files through a portal
server without being aware of existence of P2P file-
sharing networks (Fig. 4).

When a user registers information resources such
as a search request and a file to share to a portal server,
the portal server first deposits them in its buffers. De-
pending on condition of P2P file-sharing networks, it
issues or withdraws a request in a request queue and
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Figure 4: Symbiotic P2P file-sharing networks with a
portal server

puts or withdraws a file in a shared file folder. For ex-
ample, when the number of files shared in a P2P file-
sharing network is small, a portal server supplies files
from its file buffer to the network in order to foster
sharing and exchanging files in the network. On the
contrary, a portal server withdraws files from a loaded
P2P file-sharing network and supplies them to other
networks. When a request is served by a P2P file-
sharing network and a portal server obtains a corre-
sponding file from a peer participating in the network,
it is deposited in the shared file folder or the file buffer
while sending it to the requesting user.

3.2 Biologically-inspired Model of Symbiotic
P2P File-sharing Networks

We can model the above proposed mechanism based
on the biological symbiosis model by regarding a por-
tal server as a reactor, P2P file-sharing networks as
bacterial strains, requests as metaboliteS1, and files as
metaboliteS2. A portal server adjusts the number of
requests to be served by, and the number of files to be
shared on P2P file-sharing networks depending on the
condition of each network. When we regard requests
and files as metabolites, this corresponds to exchange
of metabolites between bacterial strains through the
medium in a reactor.

However we cannot directly apply the biological
symbiosis model explained in Section 2.1 to model
the symbiotic P2P file-sharing networks. In P2P file-
sharing networks, there exist users participating to
P2P file-sharing networks without mediation of a por-
tal server. We call them direct users hereafter. Direct
users are peers constituting P2P file-sharing networks.
In contrast, users of a portal server are called portal
users. Direct users send requests and upload files di-
rectly to a P2P file-sharing network and obtain files
directly from a P2P file-sharing network. Such user’s
direct interaction with P2P file-sharing networks cor-
responds to direct injection and extraction of metabo-
lites to and from bacterial strains. However, neither
of dynamics of metabolic concentrations in a cell, i.e.
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Figure 5: Extended bacterial symbiosis model

Eqs. (1) and (2) has such a term.
We extend the bacterial symbiosis model illus-

trated in Fig. 1 to a new model in Fig. 5. The dif-
ference is existence of arrows connecting inside of
strains to outside of the reactor. When we define the
metabolite concentrations added to the whole system
ass

(U)
{1,2} and the volume of reactor asVR, s

(U)
{1,2}VR

corresponds to the number of metabolitesS1 and
S2 in the fresh medium. Among them,s(0)

{1,2}VR is
added to the culture in the reactor and the remain-
ing VR(s(U)

{1,2} − s
(0)
{1,2}) is directly added to bacterial

cells. Here,s(U)
{1,2} − s

(0)
{1,2} means the metabolite con-

centration added to bacterial cells. Furthermore we
assume that the fresh medium is evenly added to both
strains. Then, temporal dynamics of metabolite con-
centrations in a cell are re-formulated as,
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where Mt stands for addition and drain rate of
metabolites to and from bacterial strains per unit time.
Temporal dynamics of metabolite concentrations in
the reactor follow Eqs. (3) and (4). Change in pop-
ulation of cells follows Eq. (5).

We summarize parameter definition in Table 1. In
the table, assuming that volume of cell is identical and
one, we regard concentration as number. Based on the
definitions, we derive temporal dynamics of symbiotic
P2P file-sharing networks as following.



Table 1: Parameter definition
parameter definition

s
(i)
1 the number of requests being served per peer in P2P file-sharing networki

s
(i)
2 the number of shared files per peer in P2P file-sharing networki

s
(R)
1 the number of requests that a portal server holds in buffer

s
(R)
2 the number of files that a portal server holds in buffer

s
(0)
1 the number of new requests that portal users register to a portal server per unit time

s
(0)
2 the number of new files that portal users register to a portal server per unit time

s
(U)
1 the total number of new requests that portal users and direct users issues per unit time

s
(U)
2 the total number of new files that portal users and direct users provide per unit time

k
(i)
1,2 rate of search completion in P2P file-sharing networki per unit time
k′

p rate of disappearance of information resources from P2P file-sharing networks per unit time
P rate of exchange of information resources between a P2P file-sharing network and a portal server per unit time
D rate of registration and cancellation of information resources to and from a portal server by portal users per unit time
Mt rate of uploading and downloading of information resources to and from P2P file-sharing networks by direct users per unit time
µ(i) growth rate of P2P file-sharing networki
X(i) the number of participating peers in P2P file-sharing networki

α growth coefficient (α > 0)

First, temporal change in the numbers
(i)
1 of re-

quests being served per peer in P2P file-sharing net-
work i is given by the following differential equation.

ds
(i)
1

dt
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where we denotekp + Mt as k′
p. s

(i)
1 is a quotient

of the total number of requests divided by the num-
ber of participating peers in P2P file-sharing network
i. s

(i)
1 changes in relation to the numbers

(R)
1 of re-

quests that a portal server holds (the first term in the
right-hand side). The condition thats

(i)
1 is more than

s
(R)
1 implies that more peers are searching or down-

loading files. Then, to reduce the load, the portal
server withdraws requests from the P2P file-sharing
network. s

(i)
1 decreases when corresponding down-

loading finishes (second term) and decreases for can-
cellation (third term).s(i)

1 increases when direct users
send requests (fourth term).

Next, temporal change in the numbers
(i)
2 of files

shared per peer in P2P file-sharing networki can be
given by the following differential equation.
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s
(i)
2 is a quotient of the total number of shared files di-

vided by the number of participating peers in P2P file-
sharing networki. s

(i)
2 changes in relation tos(R)

2 (first

term). The condition thats(i)
2 is more thans(R)

2 im-
plies that the P2P file-sharing network has a sufficient
number of files. Then, a portal server stops offering
files to the network to prevent excessive supply.s

(i)
2

increases when a portal server and direct users finish
downloading files (second term) and decreases when
a portal server and direct users stop sharing files (third
term). s(i)

2 increases when direct users upload files to
share (fourth term).

Temporal change in the numbers
(R)
1 of requests

that a portal server holds in its buffer follows Eq. (3).
s
(R)
1 increases when portal users register requests and

decreases for cancellation (first term). To search files
efficiently, a portal server sends requests to a P2P file-
sharing network with the small number of requests be-
ing served or a P2P file-sharing network with the large
number of participating peers (second term). On the
other hand, a portal server withdraws requests from
a P2P file-sharing network with the large number of
requests being served.

Temporal change in the numbers
(R)
2 of files that

a portal server holds in its buffer follows Eq. (4).
s
(R)
2 increases when portal users register files and de-

creases for cancellation (first term). A portal server
uploads or withdraws files in relation tos(i)

2 andX(i),
i.e. the number of participating peers (second term).

Temporal change in the numberX(i) of partic-
ipating peers in P2P file-sharing networki follows
Eq. (5).X(i) increases when a new user participates in
and decreases for leave of peers. The growth rateµ(i)

is defined as a product of the numbers
(i)
1 of requests

and the numbers(i)
2 of shared files in P2P file-sharing
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networki as Eq. (6) whereα > 0 is a constant.

4 Numerical Analysis
In this section, we evaluate biologically-inspired sym-
biotic P2P file-sharing networks through numerical
analysis based on the biological mathematical model.
Although we conducted through analysis against wide
range of parameter setting, we show only few results
due to space limitation.

4.1 Analysis Setting
We setP , kp, andα at 1.0, andD andMt at 0.01.

The total numbers(U)
1 of new requests per unit time is

set at 10.0 and the total numbers
(U)
2 of new files per

unit time is set at 2.0. Among new requests and files,
those registered at the portal server ares

(0)
1 = 5.0

ands
(0)
2 = 1.0. We assume that there are two P2P

file-sharing networksA andB whose service rate are
k

(A)
1,2 > k

(B)
1,2 . We change the service ratek(A)

1,2 from

0.1 to 10.0 and the service ratek
(B)
1,2 from 0.01 to 0.7

to evaluate its influence. We consider that a P2P file-
sharing network is alive when the number of partici-
pating peers is larger than thresholdH, which is em-
pirically set at 0.00002. We should note here that ab-
solute values of parameters are not related to realis-
tic values. However we can analyze system behavior
from their relative relationship.

We use the hit ratio as a performance measure.
The hit ratio is the ratio of requests that can find a
desired file in P2P file-sharing networks to the total
number of requests. It is formulated as,

Hit ratio =

∑
i∈{A,B} X(i)s

(i)
1 k

(i)
1,2

Ds
(0)
1 + Mt(s

(U)
1 − s

(0)
1 )

. (11)

In numerical analysis, we consider two scenarios.
Scenario 1 is the case where there are both of direct
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and portal users. Scenario 2 is the case where the
portal server doesn’t exist and there are only direct
users. In scenario 2, we set parameters asP = 0.0,
s
(0)
1 = 0.0, s

(0)
2 = 0.0, s

(R)
1 = 0.0, ands

(R)
2 = 0.0.

4.2 Numerical Results

In Fig. 6, each point indicates a scenario which leads
to the higher hit ratio under combinations of service
ratek

(A)
1,2 andk

(B)
1,2 . The region with points indicates

conditions where P2P file-sharing networks live to-
gether. As shown in Fig. 6, the hit ratio of scenario
1 is always higher than that of scenario 2 at all points.
It means that users can find more files in P2P file-
sharing networks which are cooperatively utilized by
the portal server. To analyze behavior of the portal
server, we compare the number of requests and files
that the portal server holds to that shared in P2P file-
sharing networks in Figs. 7 and 8. As shown in the fig-
ures, when the service ratek(A)

1,2 is small,s(R)
1 > s

(A)
1 ,

s
(R)
1 > s

(B)
1 , s

(R)
2 > s

(A)
2 , ands

(R)
2 > s

(B)
2 hold.

That is, the portal server sends requests to both of P2P
file-sharing networks and uploads files to the both as
well. On the other hand, when the service ratek

(A)
1,2 is

large, condition changes tos(R)
1 > s

(A)
1 , s

(R)
1 > s

(B)
1 ,
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s
(R)
2 < s

(A)
2 , ands

(R)
2 > s

(B)
2 . In this case, although

the portal server sends requests to both of P2P file-
sharing networks, the portal server fosters effective
file sharing by providing a P2P file-sharing network
with the small service rate with not only files regis-
tered by portal users but also files obtained from other
P2P file-sharing network with the higher service rate.

Next, Fig. 9 shows transition of the hit ratio where
k

(A)
1,2 = 2.0 and k

(B)
1,2 = 0.4. As shown in Fig. 9,

the hit ratio decreases and becomes zero, when two
networks are independent in scenario 2. The reason
can be explained as follows. Since the total number
s
(U)
1 of new requests to P2P file-sharing networks is

small, the numbers(i)
1 of requests and the number of

s
(i)
2 shared files do not increase enough. It implies that

networks are not effectively used or activated enough
to grow. Users leave from P2P file-sharing networks
and the networks eventually die. On the other hand,
the hit ratio increases and becomes constant at time
50D when a portal server is introduced in scenario 1.
This is because the portal server efficiently utilizes the
small number of requests and files by using P2P file-
sharing networks cooperatively.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a mechanism that en-
abled different P2P file-sharing networks to cooper-
ate and live together with mediation of a portal server.
Through numerical analysis, it was shown that the hit
ratio of P2P file-sharing networks was improved and
P2P file-sharing networks can keep offering a service
with the insufficient number of shared files.

As future research work, we will perform realistic
simulation experiments taking into account network
topology and other physical influence to investigate
detailed behavior of P2P file-sharing networks medi-
ated by a portal server.
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